Attic Conversions
Attic Conversions Done the Gridley Way

Attic conversions are among the most cost-effective renovations a homeowner can undertake. Let the Gridley Company
show you how to economically turn your neglected attic into much-needed storage, a bedroom, or more living space.

Nervous about renovating? Gridley has you covered. We’re the general contractor committed to taking the anxiety out of
the renovation process. We accomplish that with a streamlined approach to building that gives commercial and
residential property owners exactly what they want, on time and on budget.

On each project, including attic conversions, our crew follows a detailed, 25-step process25-step process designed to put
anxious minds at ease. We take the time to answer your questions about design, materials, expenses, and timelines.

To keep on schedule, Gridley provides complete home renovation services and assigns a manager to oversee every job
and employs its own tradespeople, instead of subcontractors. Working as a coordinated team also enables us to keep
high standards of workmanship.

Talk to a Gridley customer service representative about attic conversions we’ve completed for other clients. We think
you’ll agree that renovating your attic can be an ideal solution when you need space for an elderly parent or child
returning from college.

Call the Gridley Company today at 408-374-0900 to schedule a free consultation in your home.

Why Attic Conversions are Great Investments

Attic conversions are among Gridley’s most popular projects because they are:

- Relatively low cost. Additions, which require expanding the footprint of a home by excavating and adding to the existing
foundation, cost more than attic renovations. Attics also already have walls, a ceiling and a floor in place, and may
require fewer construction permits than an addition.

- Practical. Attic conversions offer homeowners lots of options. The space can be renovated into bedrooms, additional
living space, a media room, a children’s play area, or even an apartment complete with bathroom to generate rental
income.

- A good return on investment. Because the cost of attic conversions is relatively low, the return on your investment is
high. A homeowner can expect to recoup around 80 percent of the cost of an attic renovation when it’s time to sell.

We serve the Bay Area, including San Jose, Saratoga and Los Gatos.
Talk to the Gridley Company today about an attic conversion in your home. Our number is 408-374-0900.

http://www.gridleycompany.com
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